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APPENDICES 

No Quotation Pictures Time Types of 

dream 

Influence of 

dream 

1 Well, there a dodo bird,a 

rabbit in a waist 

coat,asmiling cat 

 

 

00:02:00 Chidren‟s 

dream 

 

2 Do You think  i‟ve gone 

round the bend? 

 

00:02:20  

 

 

stress 

3 it's  always the same, ever 

since I can remember. Do 

You think this is normal? 

Don‟t have different  

dreams. Dream of meeting 

strange creatures in a 

different world. 

 

00:3:57 Reccuring 

dreams 

 

 

4 i'm sorry, I'm tired, I didn't 

sleep well last night. 

 

 

00:03:48 

 

 Stress 

5 I had a sudden  vision of 

all the ladies all  in 

trousers  and the men 

wearing dressers . 

 

00:06:05  Halucination 



 
 

 
 

6 i was wondering what it 

would be like to fly 

 

00:06:28  Halucination 

7 The rabbit 

 

00:09:01  Halucination 

8 I think I'm  going mad. I 

keep seeing a rabbit in a 

waist coat 

 

00:09:28  Halucination 

9   00:12:37  The  dreamers always 

remember 

10  

 

00:18:57  

 

Recurring 

dreams 

 

 



 
 

 
 

11  

 

00:21:43 

 

 

 

 

Children 

dreams 

 

12 The Alice?long time we 

do not se,yo‟ve finnaly 

returned Alice 

 

00:29:47 Recurring 

dreams 

 

 

13 it‟s absolutely alice.id 

know you anywhere as 

you can see we‟re still 

having tea and it's all 

because i was obligated to 

kill time waiting for you 

return you terribly  late 

you know noughty. 

 

00:31:51 Recurring 

dreams 

 

 

14 Hello Absolen 

 

00:39:56  Halucination 



 
 

 
 

15 At last you were just a 

dim-witted the firs time 

you were 

 

01:20:31 

 

Reccuring 

dreams 

 

16  

 

01:24:00 Children 

dreams 

 

17 I‟am sorry hamis. I cant  

marry you, yo‟re not  the 

right  man for me 

 

 

01:37:21  The dremers 

make it true 

18 I happen to love rabbits, 

especially  white ones 

 

01:37:58  The dreamer 

make it true 

19 don‟t worry mother i‟ll 

find something usefulto do 

with my life 

 

01:38:04 Ordinary 

dreams 

 



 
 

 
 

Appendices II 

SYNOPSIS 

There is a 6 year old kid named Alice, the son of a businessman, namely 

Charles. At that time Alice experienced a bit of trauma due to her sleep problems 

because she often had the same dream and made her almost stressed. That night 

his father and colleagues were discussing business, Alice woke up from sleep and 

approached her father. then his father asked alice why did you wake up did you 

have another nightmare? alice just nodded her head then charles approached his 

daughter to accompany her to sleep, alice then shared her dream that she met a 

talking animal. his father listened to alice's every story then said it was okay it was 

just a dream. then alice told me again that the animal was strange, there was a cat 

who smiled broadly, then there was a rabbit wearing a blue coat and a bird whose 

dodo was all weird, had i been crazy asking alice to her father His father calmed 

down his son again and said everyone has a dream, I also wonder if there are 

animals that can talk, but don't be afraid that there are six things that are necessary 

in this world, for example bread that makes your body big and small, drinks that 

make small, and everything. things that don't make sense, if you dream that again 

try pinching your body. Alice then smiled calmly and went back to sleep. 

Alice grew up around the age of 14 years her father Charles died and Alice 

lived with her stepmother, at that time Alice and her mother would go to a horse-

drawn carriage event. his mother saw Alice mournful then asked Alice that dream 

again? Alice asked her mother why i had only one dream and it always came the 

same dream while the others had many different dreams. her mother just keeps 



 
 

 
 

quiet and asks why don't you wear net stockings, Alice doesn't like it and says 

stockings are like tools to catch fish. When they got to an event, Alice was 

surprised because the event was made for her engagement with Hamish, a man 

she didn't know and didn't love. Alice is annoyed about it something that hasn't 

been asked of her first. Her engagement ceremony to Hamish will begin with 

Hamish invited to dance by Hamish, when they are busy dancing Alice has 

hallucinations she sees men wearing skirts and women wearing pants, not only 

that Alice sees herself flying just like a bird and makes Hamish annoyed right that 

absurd sight. Then Alice experienced heavier hallucinations because she saw a 

rabbit in a blue coat. Alice felt himself like a madman with that unreasonable 

vision. Then the engagement ceremony took place Hamis proposed but how could 

Alice refuse because he saw the rabbit and ran following the rabbit and found a 

large hole and fell into the hole. 
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